
Level 1 (Yellow) Level 2 (Green) Level 3 (Red)

Start

Athlete has:
- Toes behind the line, both toes facing forwards
- Opposite arm to foot
- Leaning slightly forwards
- Remaining stable and balanced, listening for starter

Show the athlete the correct starting position and practice it a few times

Athlete can stand in the correct starting position with
limited guidance

Athlete can stand in the correct starting position with no
guidance and looks directly ahead down the track, not at
the starter

Athlete can stand in the correct starting position when
called "on your marks", with bent knees and weight over
the front foot, staying still until the gun is fired

Race & Finish

Athletes should be running the 50m/70m/100m while looking straight ahead to the finish line.  They should not look left or right. At the
end of the race, they should run all the way through the finish gates and not slow down until they are well past the gates.

Ask Parent helpers to stand at the end of the lane and judge if the athlete continues to look straight ahead.  Encourage "supportive"
parents not to cheer from the side of the track and distract the runners

Athlete looks straight ahead for most of the run - only
looking sideways once - from when the gun is fired

Athlete shows level 1 technique and runs through the finish
gates and doesn't slow down until 2-3 metres after the
finish line

Athlete looks straight ahead for the full race from the "on
your marks" position to the end and doesn't slow down
until 2-3 metres after the finish line

Endurance

Athletes should learn to pace themselves over the longer distances and develop the endurance to run the full distance at an appropriate
pace. Running the full distance at a steady pace is preferable to run-walk-run-walk.

It is important to also encourage the young athletes to have a positive attitude to trying the longer races. Try to speak about the 300m in
a positive manner and minimise complaints from the athletes.

Complete a 200m without walking
Complete a 300m without walking and have a positive
attitude towards the race

Complete a 300m without walking and show an extra burst
for the final 20 metres

Long Jump

Athletes should learn a good technique for a horizontal jump:
- Eyes focussed forwards
- Jumping of one foot
- Arms and legs thrust forward from takeoff
- Arms are brought forward on landing
- Land on two feet with knees bent

Learning a good technique is more important than the distance jumped.

Athlete looks straight ahead and jumps into the sand.
Athlete walks forwards after the jump

Athlete shows Level 1 technique and takes off on one foot
and lands on two

Athlete shows Level 2 technique and launches arms and
legs into the air, reaching forward

Discus

Athletes should learn the required technique for discus:
- Stand side on to target, feet a bit more than shoulder width apart, with non throwing shoulder closest to target
- Discus held with palm facing downwards
- Weight is transferred to back leg (knee bent) and transferred forwards during throw
- Throwing arm starts extended behind body and moves through at shoulder level to release object, arm remains straight

Using a hoop, keep palm facing down and arm long. Enter
and exit from back of circle

Athlete shows Level 1 technique and transfers weight from
back to front leg (using a hoop)

Athlete shows Level 2 technique using a discus

Shot Put

Athletes should learn the required technique for shot put:
- Stand side on to target, feet a bit more than shoulder width apart, with non throwing shoulder closest to target
- Shot is held in base of hand and held near the hollow on the neck
- Elbow of throwing arm is held at shoulder height, in line with direction of throw
- Weight transfers from back leg to front leg during throw
- Shot is held to neck during throw and does not drop away (ie not a foul throw)

Athlete can hold the shot in correct position with limited
guidance and pushes (not throws) the shot

Athlete shows Level 1 technique and transfers weight from
back leg to front leg during throw

Athlete shows Level 2 technique and gets an approximately
45 degree angle and lands in sector

Skills Ref: Description: Success metrics

Star Awards for the under 6s are focussed on helping the new athletes to develop a good technique outside of the pressures of achieving specific performance targets. Whilst you may want to occasionally measure or record results, we encourage you to focus more strongly on the athletes developing their technique. To reflect this,
yellow, green and red stars are awarded for learning and demonstrating various aspects of technique as outlined in the table below. Once an athlete has achieved these techniques, they are eligible for blue and gold stars based on their performance, consistent with the older age groups.

Each child will have their own printed star sheet and should receive a sticker for each level of each technique as they display the criteria outlined below. Once a child demonstrates a skill, they will be given a sticker on their chart to show their achievement. The star sheets should be filled out from left to right (ie athletes shouldn't get a
sticker for a green skill until they have achieved their yellow level for that skill) and when an athlete completes all skills for a level, they will be given their star award for that colour.

As the age manager, we ask you to firstly encourage and work with the athletes each week on developing their skills. When they display a skill, please give them a sticker on their chart and celebrate their achievement. Once an athlete has achieved all skills for a level, please let Grant Carlton know and we will arrange to award the star.
The club coaches will also be helping with teaching and awarding the athletes.

With the under 6 athletes, it is important to balance fun and encouragement with a little bit of discipline in learning the techniques. Please apply this balance when awarding stickers - ensure they are making an effort to learn the techniques and are developing, but try to give the athletes a steady flow of stickers so they feel they are
making progress. As a rough guide, we would expect the following timeframes for each star:
- Yellow star after 3 - 4 weeks (requires all level 1 skills to be demonstrated)
- Green star after 5 - 8 weeks (requires 2 x track and 2 x field level 2 skills to be demonstrated)
- Red star after 9 - 15 weeks (requires 2 x track and 1 x field or 1 x track and 2 x field to be demonstrated)


